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:	The primitive of Bessel's differential equation has been obtained for every
case; the further development of the properties of the functions which, occur
in that primitive cannot be given here.    The student will find the functions
:	fully treated by Lommel in. his Studien uber die Bessel'scke Punctionen and in
•	several papers by the same writer in the Mathematische Annalen, vols. II. ni.
;   ' ;	iv. IX. xiv. xvi.; in particular the paper in vol. xiv. deals with differential
equations which are integrable by Bessel's functions.    Eeference should also
j     \	be made to Neumann's Theorie der BesseVschen Functioned and to Heine's
1 f   A	Theorie der Kugelfwictio%en,  2nd edition, where (vol. i. p.  189) a list of
memoirs referring to the functions is given; Todhunter's Functions of Laplace,
Lame' and Bessel contains many of the properties.
1	For a general property of all linear differential equations similar to those
| '     ;	which have just been discussed and which give rise to functions depending
'	upon a constant parameter the student may consult, in addition to the fore-
;	going, Sturm, Liouville, vol. i.; and Bouth, Proo. Lond. Math. Soc. vol. x.
j
;	eiccati's Equation.
!	108.    Riccati's differential equation is
1	dx
but it ib convenient to consider first the more general form
du	7  2        n
% ~ — ay -f by = car.
1	dx      J      J
\ i
I	If in the latter the independent variable be changed from a> to
!	z, where z = xa, and the dependent be changed from y to u, where
j	'       A        y = uz, the equation becomes
!	du   . b   2    c   ™-a
,,	+^u* = ~.za
1 i	dz     a        a
\ ,    ;	which is Riccati's form.
i l
1 l	109.    Consider now the more general form.
! -	Firstly, it can be integrated in finite terms when n = 2a.
i	For assuming y = uxa we find on substitution
'  '	, «+!  ^
dx
\\	du    7 2
I;	bo that	x     -fc 4- ou = c&
In the case when n = 2a this becomes
dx
 f-

